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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the interfacial region of multi-material 316L stainless steel/Inconel 718 (316L 

SS/IN718) fabricated by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is investigated in detail for the first 

time. The interfacial region consists of a fusion zone (FZ) with intermixed fused Fe and Ni, 

and individual 316L SS and IN 718 regions. Solid metallurgical bonding is achieved, as 

evidenced by the low porosity level (~0.27%) and absence of cracks. Microhardness 

measurements show an average of ~265 HV at the interfacial region, and ~304 HV and ~223 

HV at the individual IN 718 and 316L SS regions, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

The microstructures of additive manufacturing (AM) of individual 316L SS and IN 718, 

respectively via laser- powder bed fusion (L-PBF) normally include: (i) cellular sub-structures, 

(ii) equiaxed and columnar grains, and (iii) fine precipitates in some cases, e.g. Cr-based 

spherical nano-silicates in 316L SS, as well as laves phase, γ”-Ni3Nb, and δ-Ni3Nb (if subjected 

to heat treatment) in IN 718 [1–3]. Altogether, these microstructures contribute to the 

comparable or even superior strength of these two AM materials compared to their 

conventionally manufactured (CM) counterparts [4]. So far, research on the L-PBF of 316L 
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SS/IN 718 combination are still limited [5,6], thus the microstructural characteristics and 

properties of the bonding interface are not well understood. Therefore, the present study is the 

first to elucidate the interfacial characterisation of 316L SS/IN 718 fabricated by L-PBF AM 

technique, via extensive microscopy analysis and Vickers microhardness (HV) tests.   

 

2. Materials and methods 

Two small blocks of alternating materials (316L SS and IN 718) with dimensions of 10×10×5 

mm were built successively to produce a single rectangular bar of 10×10×50 mm using a novel 

multi-material L-PBF machine equipped with multiple powder deposition mechanism and 

cleaning system, developed at the University of Southampton. A single set of processing 

parameters were used for both materials: Laser power (L): 300 W, scan speed (P): 900 mm s-

1, layer thickness (d): 30 µm, and scan line spacing (h): 80 µm. A uni-directional scan strategy, 

rotated by 90° between each layer was used, and the build chamber was initially purged with 

argon gas. The smaller blocks were built vertically upwards on a 304L SS substrate, parallel to 

the z-direction as shown in Fig. 1. Microstructural observations were then conducted at the 

interface between two different materials using Olympus BX-51 optical microscope (OM) and 

JSM-JEOL 6500 FEI scanning electron microscope (SEM) facility, following normal sample 

preparation steps. The porosity content for the whole specimen were evaluated via ImageJ 

software analysis of polished OM images through typical binarisation and thresholding 

procedures. In addition, electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis was also carried 

out to characterise the grain size and morphology at the interfacial region in more detail by 

electropolishing the polished specimens in 80% methanol and 20% perchloric acid at 16 V and 

0.5 A for 18 s. EBSD images were taken at the interfacial region within 100×100 μm areas and 

step size of 0.1 µm covering ~100 grains each. HV measurements (load: 100 gf, dwell time: 15 

s) were carried out by carefully selecting 50 locations at the interfacial region, and at each 

individual material regions.  
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Fig. 1 Complete build schematic and location for microstructural characterisation (red). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 2 displays the interfacial microstructures of SLM-fabricated 316L SS/IN 718 which can 

be divided into three sections: IN 718 region, fusion zone (FZ), and 316L SS region. With an 

estimated width of ~100 μm, the FZ consists of an intermixed region rich with Fe and Ni as 

illustrated by the electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) images in Figs. 2(a) and (b). 

Upon consideration of the 30 µm layer thickness in this study, this suggests significant dilution 

and diffusion of the matrix element of both materials across 3 – 4 layers of deposited powder 

bed at the interfacial region [7–9]. No cracks are observed, but some irregular-shaped lack-of-

fusion pores are apparent within the FZ (circled areas in Figs. 2(a) and (b)). Nevertheless, the 

porosity content at the interfacial region is only 0.27% compared to 0.81% of the overall 

solidified part as measured via ImageJ analysis software. Altogether, these indicate good 

metallurgical bonding has been achieved at the interface, which might also be contributed by 

the compatibility of both materials that have a similar γ-FCC lattice structure, thus interacting 

well to melt and fuse together upon interaction with the laser heat source [10,11].  
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Fig. 2 EDX map for (a) Fe and (b) Ni taken at the interfacial region. 

 

The EBSD grain orientation map shown in Fig. 3(a) show that the FZ comprises of equiaxed 

grains (average: 45±3 µm), while the individual IN 718 and 316L SS regions consist of 

elongated columnar grains averaged at 55±5 µm and 85±3 µm, respectively. The columnar 

grain morphology of the individual material regions is expected due to the superior thermal 

gradient along the z-direction compared to the x-y plane, favouring directional solidification 

and promoting epitaxial growth [12]. The finer columnar grains at the IN 718 region compared 

to that at the 316L SS region can be correlated to the lower coefficient of thermal expansion 

(CTE) of IN 718, which restricts the expansion area and volume of the solidified grains within 

a given temperature gradient. However, the fine, equiaxed grains observed at the FZ can be 

caused by the combination of sudden material change and high cooling rates of SLM 

processing, which results in significantly higher thermal gradients that suppress grain growth 

and recrystallisation [9,13]. 
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Fig. 3 (a) EBSD grain boundary misorientation map at the interfacial region, (b) SEM image 

of the highlighted region in (a); cellular sub-structures with LAGBs growing through multiple 

MPBs within a single grain having a HAGB (inset). 

 

In addition, Fig. 3(a) also reveals the misorientation angles of the grain growth at the interfacial 

region. It can be observed that most of the grains (~53%) can be categorised as having high-

angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), with misorientation angles >15°. This can be ascribed to the 

high laser beam energy that partially remelts previously solidified layer to fuse with 

successively melted powder layers, encouraging grain nucleation and recrystallisation to form 

HAGBs [14]. Contrastingly, the remaining grain boundaries (~47%) are classified as low-angle 

grain boundaries (LAGBs) having misorientation angles from 2°–15°. In AM materials, such 

LAGBs are attributed to the dense cellular (columnar or equiaxed) sub-structures that stores 

dislocations (e.g. Fig. 3(b)), which are formed due to the high internal stress resulting from the 

rapid heating/solidification cycles [2,15].  

 

In addition, it is apparent from Fig. 3(a) that the IN 718 region possesses higher density of 

LAGBs compared to the FZ and the 316L SS region, which implies the formation of denser 

cellular sub-structures here compared to the other two sections [15,16]. This is inferred to be 

the result of the lower CTE value of IN 718 than that of 316L SS, which not only limits the 

area and volume expansion of grains, but also hinder nucleation and recrystallisation of grains 

that are the precursors for the formation of HAGBs.  
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On the other hand, microhardness measurements at the interfacial region reveal the following 

average HV values: 304±16 HV (IN 718 region), 265±13 HV (FZ), and 223±11 HV (316L SS 

region). The higher hardness of the IN 718 region compared to the other two locations can be 

attributed to the larger fractions of HAGBs and LAGBs due to the finer columnar grains and 

denser cellular sub-structures as shown in Fig. 2(a). Both types of GBs provide significantly 

more sites to impede dislocation motions and increase the hardness. Although the FZ possesses 

high fractions of HAGBs, but the lack of LAGBs (cellular sub-structures) results in lesser 

locations to restrict dislocation motions that reduces the hardness. Similarly, the coarser 

elongated grains and lesser LAGBs at the 316L SS region could explain its lowest hardness 

due to the lack of dislocation motion inhibitor sites. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

The interfacial region of SLM-fabricated multi-material 316L SS/IN 718 was characterised by 

extensive SEM/EBSD observations, porosity analysis, and Vickers hardness testing. The 

results show that the interfacial region consists of the fusion zone (FZ) and individual 316L SS 

and IN 718 regions. In addition, the low porosity content and absence of cracks suggest sound 

metallurgical bonding at the interfacial region.he IN 718 region exhibited the highest hardness, 

compared to the FZ and 316L SS regions, due to the combined large fractions of HAGBs and 

LAGBs.  
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